The Bumper Bead System from Trim-Tex is an innovative new flush fitting Bumper Corner Bead & Bumper Guard system that provides high impact corner protection from floor to ceiling.
Corner protectors have long been an afterthought in interior finishing. They are often installed last minute leaving unfinished looking edges, gaps, and causing ugly imperfections in the wall finishing. The Bumper Bead System from Trim-Tex has been developed as an affordable solution to traditional corner protection methods.

- Match any interior
- Easy to cut to exact lengths
- No more poor fitting baseboard
- Flush fitting system eliminates visual gaps

Poor fitting corner protectors leave unsightly looking gaps. The Bumper Bead System seamlessly blends into the wall and ensure a clean straight edge.

Baseboard trim with an ugly bulge (seen above) is eliminated with the Bumper Bead System that installs flush with the wall (seen below).

Ideal for
Condos
Offices
Hospitality
Healthcare
& Retail Spaces
The **Bumper Bead System** from Trim-Tex is an innovative new flush fitting corner protection system that provides high impact corner protection from floor to ceiling. Trim-Tex’s Bumper Bead System provides superior corner protection, saves time & money, and seamlessly blends into interior decor.

**Installation Diagram**

For additional installation tips visit us online [www.trim-tex.com](http://www.trim-tex.com)

---

The **Bumper Bead System** is a two part system that starts with the Bumper Corner Bead. The Bumper Corner Bead is a rigid vinyl bead made to withstand high impact, and features our patented mud locks for superior bonding.

The second part of the system is a semi-rigid Bumper Guard available in 16 standard colors (see back panel). The Bumper Guard gives the corner the ability to absorb extreme impact while remaining undamaged.
**Bumper Guard’s** 16 standard colors are ideal for hotels, condos, apartments, medical facilities and other high traffic environments. Bumper Guard is also paintable to match any interior.

**Need a custom color?**
Minimum order of 2000 pieces required, allow 4-6 weeks lead time.

Colors shown here are only representative. Please request a sample for exact color matching.